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In recent years, craft has seen an enormous  
growth in popularity. "e value of handmade over 
machine-made has never been more pronounced, 
and people are increasingly interested in process as 
well as product. So is this all just some knee-jerk  
reaction to the recession doom-and-gloom,  
or perhaps a fetishisation of the unique, the rare? 
"is issue proposes that there’s more to it than 
either of these.
"e rise of the handmade may be borne from  
necessity: young designers on a limited budget 
seek ways to create their products themselves. For 
others, the contemporary design method alienates 
the designer from the end product, and they are 
looking for ways to recoup this loss. For the  
consumer, being inundated with cheap, poorly 
made objects has become tiresome, and they  
begin to crave quality over quantity.
While a return to a true craft economy – as was 
once the fantasy of the Arts and Crafts movement 
– isn’t feasible with 7 billion people on the planet, 
there are some who are looking to ensure that craft 
is more relevant than ever. In this issue we meet 
those who are shaping the future of craft; from 
how the artisan’s workshop can combine with  
industrial technology, to the educational power  
of open-access craft centres.
Crafters have the potential to reshape modern  
consumerism: how and what people buy, and  
how often. Who knows where it can take us in  
the future.
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Words Maya Dudok de Wit

!ere’s a "ne line between craft and art, but 
what happens when the two meet? We discover 

more about the art of Freddie Robins.

Craft as  
fine art

Knittin! and weavin! aren’t the first thin!s that sprin! to 
mind when we think of creatin! fine art – yet this 
distinction seems stran!e. Like art, craft allows us to 
explore the possibilities of tactile materials, en!a!in! the 
senses of si!ht and sound. Yet, as the artist-crafter 
Grayson Perry once said, craft is at risk of bein! viewed as 
‘second-class’ when placed alon!side art, in part because 
its techniques are associated with functionality and the 
domestic sphere. 

However, as contemporary artists combine the two 
disciplines in their work, this could all be about to chan!e. 
Perhaps we can be!in to rethink our idea of what craft 
actually is, and its relation to fine art.

For artist Freddie Robins, craft is a way of fulfillin! a 
deep-rooted desire to create. After studyin! for a de!ree in 
knitted textiles, Freddie decided to use knittin! as her main 
form of creative expression. I was curious to discover more 
about her practice and the subversive potential for her craft.

Why did you choose craft, focusin! especially on  
knitted materials?
I loved knittin! as a child. I was tau!ht to knit by my 
!odmother, who I saw as a modern, non-conformist 
woman. She was youn! – or so I thou!ht – unmarried, 
without children – a!ain, or so I thou!ht – and worked.  
She looked after herself her own way. I always associated 
knittin!, sewin! and other needle-based crafts with her  
and with freedom. I didn’t realise that for most other  
people in the 1970s, these activities often represented 
unwanted knitted jumpers, money-savin! endeavours  
and domestic confinement. 
 

I am a fluent knitter, and bein! very skilled makes it the 
perfect medium for me to express myself. Knittin! is a 
non-threatenin! medium that most audiences are 
comfortable with, which makes it a powerful tool when 
expressin! di"cult or emotive issues. 
 
What are your views on usin! traditional craft techniques 
for subversion?
Craft is often viewed as beni!n, or passive. It’s often held  
in low re!ard, particularly when it uses a ‘domestic female’ 
skill such as knittin!. This makes it ripe for subversion.  
 
Would you consider yourself to be primarily an artist or 
a craftsperson?
I trained as a desi!ner, but it would be disin!enuous to call 
myself one now. I refer to myself as an artist and always 
use the term when referrin! to anyone that creates thin!s, 
but my work crosses the boundaries between art, desi!n 
and craft. 
 
I think that there is a distinction between craft and art, but  
I don’t want to define it. What is important is the work that 
you make, not what it is called. 
 
What motivates you as an artist?
I feel !rounded by material objects. I think this is somethin! 
to do with needin! reassurance that I exist, and that I can 
leave somethin! of myself behind when I am lon! dead. 
My work is a way of explorin! and expressin! my feelin!s 
of an!er, frustration, sadness and fear.•
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